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Lean how to create your own will and power of attorney forms to prepare for an uncertain

tomorrow.Written and edited by licensed attorneys.No one wants to think of their own death. But it is

important to plan for your family and other loved ones are provided for if anything should happen to

you. Guidance On Creating Your Own Will & Power of Attorney can help you create your will (last

will and testament) and power of attorney legal documents that you actually understand.Wills and

powers of attorney are not only for people who are at the age where death is not far away. People

die at all ages. A will is needed if you have assets and property to be allocated to those you wish to

benefit. A power of attorney can help fulfill your specific wishes if you are ever in a comma. Now is

the time to think about creating your legal documents if you have not created them. If you have

created them, make sure that your documents are current and reflect the changes in your life

because the court will look to these documents as proof of your wishes. If you donâ€™t have them

or they are missing, the court will apply state laws. These laws may not reflect your wishes, so make

sure you look seriously at the making or updating of your documents at the earliest.Sample Forms

Include:WillsLast Will and Testament (for single and married couples)Self-Proving AffidavitsLiving

WillPower of AttorneyHealthcareâ€•"DurableFinancialâ€•"DurableMinor Child Careâ€•"LimitedThe

Legal Self-Help Guide series provides information to those who want to understand their legal rights

and responsibilities in an effort to resolve legal problems or know enough to feel confident in their

decision to retain legal counsel. This Guide provides plain-English explanations as an alternative to

the legal jargon that fills legal books.Express Your Rights. At Peerless Legal we believe the law is

only useful when people have the tools they need to understand their rights. Join us on our quest to

make the law usable and accessible to anyone. Peerless Legal was founded with quality in mind. All

of our products are created by a licensed attorney who believes in our mission to empower

individuals by giving them the legal self-help tools to access legal information, make decisions, and

engage the system. You can take part by turning information into actions.No CDs | No Confusing

Online Application Forms | No Monthly (Or Hourly) FeesSave Time | Save Money | Make It Legal |

Learn BasicsYouâ€™ll discover how to:ensure your possessions will be distributed as you

wish,authorize someone to act on your behalf regarding healthcare and financial matters if you

become unable to make your own decisions,reduce the potential family conflicts,reduce stress and

heartache for loved ones,and specify funeral wishes,Scroll up to grab your copy today.
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This book is an excellent legal resource on estate planning. The author intended for it to be used as

a reference guide and not to read as a novel. He gives instructions on how to use the book in the

very beginning and to use the headings as guide posts. Other books and websites that I have

looked at use too much of the legal jargon to explain how to create your own legal documents

leaving you feeling more confused than you did in the beginning. This book defines everything. I

especially liked where he discussed over things to include in your will that you may not think

about.One thing that was an excellent addition to the book is the sample forms. I have gone out on

the Internet and looked for forms that were easy to understand and use to try and do my own legal

work since I do not currently have a will. These forms are some of the best that I have seen and so

easy to use! The author even includes a section after the forms that tells you what to do next. This

cut out a lot of confusion and questions on my part by telling how to store them and make copies.

What an excellent resource to have.

Legal matters, especially creating your will and power of attorney, can be incredibly confusing for

the layperson. Thankfully, while I was researching books on the subject, I came across this

excellent resource. It is written in a clear, concise style that makes it incredibly easy to find what you



need quickly.The author shows you exactly what you need to know to craft your will and power of

attorney at home, without an attorney's assistance. It details precisely the information and

documentation that you need and offers tons of forms to help you gather everything you need. The

forms alone are well worth the price of the book.I especially liked that that author made sure to

include information and forms for where your pets will go after your passing. Many books do not go

into this and this was a very pleasant surprise.I highly, highly recommend this excellent resource. It

is one book that I will keep on my shelf so I can return to again and again for its valuable

information.

âˆš This book is a well-written and organized reference book to those who want information on wills

and Power of Attorney. I found the writing to be clear, and the sections to be nicely organized,

making it easy to just go to the section that you are interested in. The authors even discuss the pros

and cons of hiring an attorney, and are quick to point out how expensive (and maybe unnecessary)

it can be to hire one.â™¦ I had a special interest in a few areas regarding wills and probate, so I

checked them out. I found the information to be clear and concise. Very helpful!â™¦ There is a

helpful little diagram showing you how to create your own will. The author clearly shows you the

steps, and explains each thing you need to do.â™¦ There are great sample forms; for example, the

"Power of Attorney Revocation." These forms make things really easy and convenient. Of course,

you will need to make sure there haven't been any substantial changes in the law.â™¦ One really

useful suggestion is the "Estate Records Organizer." There is a cover page showing you what

information you have, and lots of forms to help get you started with your tough chores.â™¦ The end

of the book contains a Glossary of Terms, as well as state-specific information and links.â™¦ I

appreciate the fact that the links in the Table of Contents actually work properly. This might seem

like an obvious thing that would always be done right, but not so!âˆš All in all, Recommend!â™« A

Review by Chris LawsonNote: I do not know the author of this book, and no one requested I write

this review.

This book is the perfect reference guide for people to consult whenever they have doubts about the

legal parts of their will.What I really liked about this book is that the author manages to explain in a

easy and straight forward way the legal aspect of a will and the power of attorney.The book itself is

a very useful tool whenever someone has doubts about a legal matter.Also, what I really enjoyed is

that the author tackles subjects like what will happen to your pets or who other beneficiary is there

to consider. Overall, I highly recommend this book to everyone who is thinking about a will and



wants to make sure that everyone is safe and sound after you are gone.

has useful information and things you might not really think about when making a will. Helps to know

so you have what you need before you get to your attorney's office.

I liked this little book, at least I will understand the process better even though I'll probably have an

attorney draw up my will.

This book was easy to read and follow. Well written! The attachments were quite valuable. This

book is an excellent guide for getting your affairs in order.

This is a well written book and covers Wills and Power of Attorney in depth. Good reference book.
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